If mutual gravitational scattering among exoplanets occurs, then it may produce unique orbital properties. For example, two-planet systems that lie near the boundary between circulation and libration of their periapses could result if planet-planet scattering ejected a former third planet quickly, leaving one planet on an eccentric orbit and the other on a circular orbit. We first improve upon previous work that examined the apsidal behavior of known multiplanet systems by doubling the sample size and including observational uncertainties. This analysis recovers previous results that demonstrated that many systems lay on the apsidal boundary between libration and circulation. We then performed over 12,000 three-dimensional N -body simulations of hypothetical three-body systems that are unstable, but stabilize to two-body systems after an ejection. Using these synthetic two-planet systems, we test the planet-planet scattering hypothesis by comparing their apsidal behavior, over a range of viewing angles, to that of the observed systems and find that they are statistically consistent regardless of the multiplicity of the observed systems. Finally, we combine our results with previous studies to show that, from the sampled cases, the most likely planetary mass function prior to planet-planet scattering follows a power law with index -1.1. We find that this pre-scattering mass function predicts a mutual inclination frequency distribution that follows an exponential function with an index between -0.06 and -0.1.
Introduction
As the number of known exoplanets increases, our impressions of what constitutes a typical planetary system evolve. The discovery of each new planet and its characteristics provides new clues to the formation mechanisms and behavior of planetary systems in general. Consideration of known extrasolar systems as a population has led to new understanding of planetary evolution, from the formation of planetary systems to the death of the planets themselves.
Any formation scenario must adequately reproduce the configurations and distributions of observable systems. A number of plausible formation scenarios exist, but uncertainties remain. For example, while gas-driven migration (e.g. Lin & Papaloizou 1986; Lin et al. 1996) likely played a role, alone it does not explain high eccentricity and/or high mutual inclination systems. Such systems may also have resulted from planet-planet scattering, in which one or more planets are ejected from a system due to mutual gravitational interactions between the planets (Rasio & Ford 1996; Weidenschilling & Marzari 1996) . This model has successfully produced high inclinations (Marzari & Weidenschilling 2002; Chatterjee et al. 2008; Barnes et al. 2011 ), large eccentricities (Rasio & Ford 1996; Weidenschilling & Marzari 1996; Lin & Ida 1997; Ford et al. 2001; Marzari & Weidenschilling 2002; Ford & Rasio 2008a) , packed planetary systems (Raymond et al. 2009b) and mean motion resonances . Additionally, Raymond et al. (2009a Raymond et al. ( , 2010 showed that planet-planet scattering in the presence of planetesimal disks can reproduce planetary eccentricities at large orbital radii and the observed mass dependence of the eccentricity distribution. However, Barnes & Greenberg (2007a) found that the ejection of a planet was unlikely to produce the observed υ And system as proposed in Ford et al. (2005) .
Here we reconsider the apsidal behavior of planetary systems that result from planetplanet scattering. In a coplanar non-resonant system, apsidal behavior is determined by the oscillations of its planetary eccentricities e and accompanying variations of longitudes of pericenter ̟, which are dynamically coupled. A significant fraction of adjacent planet pairs reside near an "apsidal boundary," defined here as the boundary in orbital parameter space between apsidal libration (the difference in the longitudes of pericenter ∆̟ oscillates about a fixed value) and circulation (∆̟ circulates through 360
• ) (Barnes & Greenberg 2006a ). In such cases, the orbital eccentricity of one planet periodically drops to near-zero. We can quantify how close the apsidal behavior is to the libration-circulation boundary using the ǫ parameter defined by Barnes & Greenberg (2006b) , ǫ ≡ 2[min( x 2 + y 2 )] (x max − x min ) + (y max − y min )
, where x and y are the Cartesian coordinates in the polar plot: x ≡ e 1 e 2 sin (∆̟); y ≡ e 1 e 2 cos (∆̟). If ǫ is less than a critical value ǫ crit , then the planet pair is said to be near an apsidal boundary. Here, ǫ crit is defined as 0.01.
The ǫ parameter was originally conceived to describe apsidal behavior in two-planet systems dominated by secular interactions, but it is possible to calculate ǫ in systems with more than two planets, as well as those dominated by non-secular interactions. For systems with more than two planets, we calculate ǫ for each adjacent planet pair in the system. In these systems, the secular interaction between the planets results in a superposition of oscillations, with different amplitudes and frequencies (Murray & Dermott 1999) . If a pair resides in a system with more than two planets and ǫ < ǫ crit , then the closest type of apsidal boundary must be determined by examining its motion in x-y space.
In non-resonant two-planet systems, ǫ is expected to be small if planet-planet scattering events occur abruptly (Barnes & Greenberg 2007a) . If the time from initial instability to the ejection event spans a small number of scattering interactions, it is likely that one of the two remaining planets will be left on a near-circular orbit. In the subsequent evolution of the system, the initially near-circular planet's eccentricity will periodically return to near-zero, and ǫ will be small.
Early observations of the υ And system suggested that it was an example of nearboundary behavior, which was then shown to be a possible outcome of planet-planet scattering (Malhotra 2002; Ford et al. 2005) . However, assuming coplanar and nearly circular initial orbits, Barnes & Greenberg (2007a) found that planet-planet scattering only reproduced near-boundary apsidal behavior in the case of υ And in about 5% of simulations. Now, with many more known systems, we reconsider whether planet-planet scattering can reproduce the observed ǫ distribution. We compare the ǫ distribution of the observed multiplanet systems to thousands of synthetic planetary systems that were systematically generated by scattering simulations. These synthetic systems were first examined in Raymond et al. (2008) to show that planet-planet scattering can create mean motion resonances, and then in Raymond et al. (2009b) to demonstrate that scattering can produce packed planetary systems.
In this study we assume that prior to scattering, the architectures of planetary systems subscribe to a few universal trends, such as planetary mass distribution and interplanetary spacing. The scattering process is stochastic, so in any individual system the post-scattering architecture cannot be easily predicted. However, certain aspects of the scattering process, such a preferential removal of small-mass planets, suggest scattering should imprint specific features in the orbital architectures of observed systems. With this picture in mind, we analyzed a large suite of N -body integrations of initially unstable planetary systems in order to examine the orbital dynamics of stabilized two-planet systems, specifically the ǫ distribution. As we see below, certain pre-scattering architectures produce a population of stable planetary systems with properties consistent with observed multiplanet systems.
Our study consists of two parts. First we re-examine the apsidal behavior of multiplanet systems, improving on the study in Barnes & Greenberg (2006b) by also considering observational uncertainties. From these calculations, we build a distribution of ǫ that can be compared to theoretical predictions. Second, we analyze a large set of numerical simulations of planet-planet scattering in order to determine the ǫ distribution predicted by different initial conditions. We further introduce a mass-inclination degeneracy into our simulated data by calculating minimum masses that would be observed by radial velocity observations at different viewing angles. We can then directly compare the observed ǫ distribution to simulated ǫ distributions to constrain the properties of exoplanet systems prior to scattering. In the next section we describe our numerical and statistical methods. Finally, we predict the observed mutual inclination distribution predicted by scattering from our favored prescattering mass distributions. In §2 we describe our methods. In §3 we present our results. In §4 we discuss the results, focusing on a joint analysis with the results of Raymond et al. (2008 Raymond et al. ( , 2009b . Finally, in §5 we draw our conclusions.
Methods

The Observed Population
Using the best-fit orbital parameters for each observed system, and using the minimum planetary masses for the true masses, we simulate their subsequent dynamical motion and characterize their apsidal behavior. We use the symplectic N -body integrator HNBody (Rauch & Hamilton 2002) to integrate the systems. The observed systems were integrated for 10 5 years; nine systems that failed to complete at least one secular cycle were further integrated to 10 6 years to determine the type of apsidal motion.
The observed systems in our sample are stable on long timescales. We do not include any system for which the eccentricity of one or more planets was set to zero by observers, because these planets actually tend to have poorly constrained eccentricities (Shen & Turner 2008) . The sample of observed multiplanet systems (two or more planets) includes 41 stable systems, comprising 57 adjacent planet pairs.
To quantify the effect that observational uncertainties have on our statistical comparisons, we simulate the observed systems with observational uncertainties and compare them to their corresponding best-fit cases. After simulating the published best-fit orbital parameters, we then simulate the observed systems again, but allow their initial orbital parameters to vary within their published observational uncertainties. Because the computational resources required for these simulations are immense, we do not assume any correlation between the uncertainties in different orbital parameters. For the observed simulations including uncertainties, we use a Monte Carlo approach to simulate the possible range of initial configurations for each observed system. We simulate 100 such configurations for each observed system. The initial orbital parameters in each of these configurations are selected from within each parameter's uncertainty range, assuming a normal distribution about the published best-fit value. As many observed planets lie near instability (Barnes & Quinn 2004; Barnes & Greenberg 2006c , 2007b Fang & Margot 2012) , some of these configurations are unstable, and were thrown out.
These 100 unique configurations for each observed system allow us to determine the range of permitted ǫ values for each planetary pair. By repeatedly cycling through the observed systems and choosing a configuration (i.e., an ǫ value) at random, we are able to create an arbitrary number of observed ǫ distributions. These distributions represent the range of possible distributions in the observed population. We generate 10,000 of these ǫ distributions.
Pre-Scattering Populations
We consider a diverse set of synthetic two-planet systems that result from unstable three-planet systems. We use the simulations of Raymond et al. (2008) , which consisted of ten sets, each with a particular mass distribution. We therefore only briefly describe them here. In the two largest sets (called mixed1 and mixed2 with 1000 simulations each), the planet masses were randomly selected from the probability distribution dN/dM ∝ M −1.1 , similar to the observed distribution ). In the mixed1 set, the planet mass M p was restricted to fall between M Sat and 3 M Jup . In the mixed2 set, the minimum planet mass was decreased to 10 M Earth . Four sets (500 simulations each) were also performed, wherein all three planets were of equal mass: M p = 30 M Earth , M Sat , M Jup , and 3 M Jup . Finally, the mgrad sets (250 simulations each) contained radial gradients in M p as follows: for the mgrad:JSN set, in order of increasing orbital distance, M p = M Jup , M Sat , and 30 M Earth . For the mgrad:NSJ set, these masses were reversed, i.e., the M Jup planet became the outermost planet. The mgrad:3JJS and mgrad:SJ3J sets had, in increasing radial distance, M p = 3 M Jup , M Jup , and M Sat , and M p = M Sat , M Jup , and 3 M Jup , respectively. The outermost planet in each simulation was placed two Hill radii interior to 10 AU. The simulations were designed to be initially unstable so that planet-planet scattering would occur. These systems were integrated for 10 8 years with a 20 day time step using the hybrid version of the symplectic N -body integrator MERCURY (Chambers 1999) .
Not all of the synthetic systems above were included in our statistical analysis-as we are interested in the secular behavior, we selected only the simulations from Raymond et al. (2008) that resulted in two planets on stable orbits after scattering, leaving 1,287 synthetic systems of the original scattering simulations.
Mass-Inclination Degeneracy
For our synthetic systems, we eliminate the biasing effect of the observational massinclination degeneracy in a statistical sense by calculating the radial velocities as a function of viewing angle. Because radial velocity studies cannot measure mutual inclinations, for simplicity theoretical studies have usually assumed coplanar orbits. For each of the 1,287 synthetic systems, we simulate 10 different viewing geometries, each with an equal probability of being observed, which increases the number of synthetic systems in our sample to 12,870. For each viewing geometry, we scale the mass of each planet by sini and place the two planets' orbits in the same plane, where 90
• − i is the angle between the observer-star direction and the orbital plane. In essence, we impose the mass-inclination degeneracy on our synthetic sample. This approach allows for a meaningful comparison between the planetplanet scattering model (i.e., our synthetic systems) and the observed systems.
Due to the mass-inclination degeneracy, the actual value of ǫ is not known for observed systems. Therefore, we impose it on our simulated system so that our values of ǫ are directly comparable to the observed systems. Once the masses and inclinations of exoplanets are known, a revised version of ǫ may be desirable, but until then ǫ is a useful statistic to quantify the dynamical properties of radial-velocity detected planets.
We assume that a synthetic planet is detectable only if its resultant radial velocity semi-amplitude is > 3 m s −1 . Once an inclination is high enough that the signal is below this threshold, we no longer calculate the resultant apsidal motion, as only one planet is detectable. This produces a total of 12,674 cases.
Calculating Apsidal Behavior
The final synthetic set of 12,674 two-planet systems was integrated for 10 5 years with a 20 day time step using the hybrid version of the symplectic N -body integrator MERCURY.
We integrate each of these systems in a coplanar configuration and calculate ǫ. Some systems were unstable, which is not too surprising as instabilities can arise over any timescale, and were thrown out. All simulations were required to conserve energy to dE/E < 10 −4 , where dE/E is the change in the total energy of the system compared to its initial value. Barnes & Quinn (2004) showed that this requirement is adequate to test stability. Those systems with dE/E > 10 −4 were reduced to a time step of 5 days and reintegrated. If a system failed to complete a secular cycle in 10 5 years, we integrated it to 10 6 years. We are left with a robust set of synthetic systems which can be compared to the observed systems, see §2.1. This methodology produces a total of 12,674 systems from which we can compare the apsidal behavior generated by planet-planet scattering to the observed apsidal beahvior.
Statistical Methods
We use the well known Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test for our statistical analysis in this paper. In our comparisons of the observed and synthetic samples we utilize the two-sample K-S statistic, which tests the null hypothesis that a given synthetic planetary set is drawn from the same distribution as the observed population. For each of these comparisons, we calculate the p-value to determine if we can reject that hypothesis. Comparisons that result in a p-values below 0.01 indicates that a synthetic set does not reproduce the distribution of apsidal behavior in the observed population.
The two-sample K-S statistic is a measure of the maximum vertical deviation between two empirical cumulative distribution functions
where F n 1 (x) and F n 2 (x) are the respective cumulative distribution functions of samples n 1 and n 2 . The two-sample K-S test is one of the most useful and general nonparametric methods for comparing empirical samples, as it is sensitive to differences in both location and shape of the cumulative distribution functions of the two samples.
Results
Observed Apsidal Behavior
We begin by describing the apsidal properties of observed multiplanet systems. Table 1 lists the values of ǫ for the current catalog of observed two-planet systems, as well as their modes of apsidal behavior: C for circulation; L 0 for aligned libration; L 180 for anti-aligned libration; C/L for small-ǫ cases, which are near the libration/circulation boundary; and C&L for cases that alternate over time between both modes. Class identifies pairs that have undergone tidal evolution (T), are experiencing resonant interactions (R n:m where the n : m subscript indicates the frequency ratio), or are dominated by secular interactions (S). The eccentricity evolution for each system can be found on the Extrasolar Planet Interactions website located at http://xsp.astro.washington.edu. In Table 2 we list the same parameters as before in Table 1 , but for the observed multiplanet systems with more than two planets.
Also shown in Table 1 and Table 2 are the mean ǫ values (ǫ) and their associated standard deviations σ ǫ . These values constrain the range of ǫ for each system within its observational uncertainty ranges and provide a self-consistency check on the observed set of systems. We perform this check because our conclusions are based on the observed systems' best-fit orbital solutions. To determine if the observed best-fit simulations are consistent with the observed simulations subject to observational uncertainties, we make a statistical comparison between each of the 10,000 ǫ distributions generated using uncertainties (see §2.1) and the best-fit ǫ distribution using two-sample K-S tests. Each of the 10,000 statistical comparisons results in a p-value from the K-S test, and from these tests we obtain a mean p-value of p = 0.4146 with a standard deviation of σ ǫ = 0.2562. The high mean of the p-value indicates that the observational uncertainties do not dramatically affect the distribution of apsidal behavior in the observed sample-indeed, 99.9% of the 10,000 ǫ distributions fall within 3-sigma (p > 0.01) of the best-fit distribution. In our sample of observed multiplanet systems, we find that a significant fraction of planetary pairs-about 1/5-exhibit ǫ < 0.01. Given that we excluded systems wherein e = 0 for at least one planet, our results are consistent with Barnes & Greenberg (2006b) , who found that about 1/3 of systems are near an apsidal boundary. Therefore, despite nearly tripling the number of pairs, the fraction of systems near an apsidal boundary has remained significant.
In Figure 1 we present the ǫ distributions for three different subsets of the observed multiplanet systems. The solid red line shows the distribution for the set that consists of strictly two-planet systems that are dynamically dominated by secular interactions. This set is important because the ǫ parameter is well-defined for such systems. We also include the ǫ distribution for the observed systems with two-planets and no restriction on dynamical interaction, as well as for the full set of all multiplanet systems. The most striking feature in Figure 1 , which appears in all three subsets, is a plateau in the cumulative distribution that extends from roughly ǫ ∼ 0.0001 to 0.02. This plateau is indicative of a pileup of observed systems at low-ǫ values, suggesting that there is some formation mechanism or observational bias that prefers final configurations with low ǫ values. Any formation model must then reproduce not only the general distribution of ǫ values, but also the plateau in the distribution. Because all three observed distributions in Figure 1 are similar and exhibit the plateau feature, we consider the full set of observed planetary pairs listed in Tables 1  and 2 for the comparisons that follow.
Scattering-Produced Apsidal Behavior
The synthetic systems described in §2.2 provide us with an avenue to test the planetplanet scattering hypothesis against current observations. By comparing the ǫ distribution of the observed population, which we have detailed in §3.1, to the ǫ distributions of our scattering simulations with imposed mass-inclination degeneracy, we can determine if planetplanet scattering is capable of reproducing the observed apsidal behavior. Figure 2 are the synthetic ǫ distributions-including all viewing geometries combined into one distribution for each set-plotted against the ǫ distribution for the set of best-fit orbital configurations for the observed systems. Figure 2 shows the ǫ distributions for the mequal, mgrad, and mixed sets, as well as for the combined set of all synthetic systems. The combined set of synthetic systems (lower-right panel) reproduces the observed distribution very well. This similarity suggests that planet-planet scattering is capable of producing the apsidal behavior we observe in the observed population. Fig. 1. -The ǫ distribution for the different sets of the observed populations. The set of two-planet systems dominated by secular interaction is shown by the solid red line. The solid blue line also shows the ǫ distribution of two-planet systems, but without any restriction of the dominating dynamical interaction in the system. Finally, the thick gray line traces the ǫ distribution of the unrestricted set of multiplanet systems-these systems can have any number of planets and be dominated by any type of dynamical interaction (e.g., secular, resonant, or tidal).
Shown in
For all values of ǫ, the individual synthetic distributions appear similar to the observed distribution, but some synthetic sets are more similar than others. The mequal sets appear to follow the overall observed distribution, but predict more high-ǫ systems and have trouble reproducing the low-ǫ plateau. The mgrad sets reproduce the low-ǫ systems, but two of the sets still fail to recreate the plateau. In contrast, both of the mixed sets appear to reproduce both the overall distribution and the low-ǫ plateau. Thus, upon visual inspection of Figure 2 , the mixed and combined sets are the most successful at reproducing the observed distribution of apsidal behavior.
Statistical Comparison
We can make several different comparisons between the modeled and observed data. As we are imposing the mass-inclination degeneracy on the simulated systems, we can consider the simulated systems at all viewing geometries, or we can select one viewing geometry per system to create a simulated survey of the systems. Analogously, with the observed systems we can either consider only the best fits, or we can select at random a (stable) configuration in the permitted parameter space. In this section we consider different permutations of such samples in order to make quantitative comparisons between our synthetic planetary systems to the observed systems.
To support our visual comparisons, we provide statistical comparisons between the synthetic sets and the observed population, via two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests. The N-body simulations of planet-planet scattering produce two-planet systems on which we impose a mass-inclination degeneracy and assume 10 different viewing geometries. We will call the synthetic configurations that result from scattering "systems", and the synthetic configurations that result from imposing the mass-inclination degeneracy "simulations". In Table 3 and Table 4 we present our statistical analysis, which we consider in a number of ways. In Table 3 under "Best-Fit" we compare the synthetic simulations to a single population of observed systems (i.e., a single observed ǫ distribution), wherein the orbital parameters of each observed system are their published best-fit parameters. In Table 4 under "Permitted" we compare the synthetic simulations to thousands of randomly generated configurations of the observed systems (i.e., thousands of observed ǫ distributions), wherein the orbital parameters of each observed system are allowed to vary within their published observational uncertainties, see §2.1.
In the "Best-Fit" columns we compare the best-fit configurations of the observed systems to the synthetic simulations in two ways. First we create a combined ǫ distribution for the synthetic simulations that includes all viewing geometries (i.e., a single ǫ distribution for Fig. 2. -The ǫ distribution for the best-fit orbital configurations of the observed systems (thick gray line) as compared to the ǫ distributions of the individual synthetic sets including all viewing geometries. The mequal sets predict to many high ǫ cases, whereas the mgrad sets do well reproducing the overall ǫ distribution, but don't reproduce the low-end plateau in the distribution. Of the individual synthetic sets, the mixed sets reproduce both the overall ǫ distribution, as well as the low-end plateau. each initial mass distribution set) and compare them to the best-fit configurations of the observed systems. The p-values resulting from these comparisons, p BF :C , are shown in the leftmost column under "Best-Fit". Next we again compare the synthetic simulations to the best-fit configurations of the observed systems, but this time we choose one viewing geometry at random for each synthetic system-we repeat this method until we have 10,000 ǫ distributions for each initial mass function set that represent the full range of possible ǫ distributions resulting from different combinations of the various geometries. We perform K-S tests between each of these 10,000 synthetic ǫ distributions and the best-fit observed ǫ distribution. The right three "Best-Fit" columns show the resulting median p-values, p BF :M C , mean p-values, p BF :M C , and the associated standard deviation, σ p BF :M C .
In the "Permitted" columns, the observed systems used for comparison are drawn from Monte Carlo simulations wherein the orbital parameters of each observed system are allowed to vary within their published observational uncertainties, see §2.5. This gives us the statistics resulting from the permitted configurations of the observed systems. We again consider our comparison in two ways. First we randomly generate 10,000 observed ǫ distributions which represent the full range of observed ǫ distributions possible given observational uncertainties. We then compare the synthetic simulations including all geometries (i.e., a single ǫ distribution for each initial mass distribution set) to each of the 10,000 observed ǫ distributions. The resulting median p-values,p P :C , mean p-values, p P :C , and their associated standard deviations, σ p P :C , are shown in the left three columns under "Permitted". Second, we compare the 10,000 synthetic ǫ distributions generated for each initial mass distribution set-via selecting one random viewing geometry for each synthetic system-to the 10,000 observed ǫ distributions resulting from the observed configurations subject to observational uncertainties. We again calculate the median p-value,p P :M C , mean p-value, p P :M C , and the associated standard deviation, σ p P :M C . The right three columns under "Permitted" display these parameters.
In the sections that follow, we quote the median p-values,p BF :M C , obtained by comparing the best-fit configurations of the observed system to the synthetic systems with randomly chosen viewing geometries. We choose to focus on thep BF :M C statistic because the samples used in the comparison represent both a complete sampling of the synthetic ǫ distributions possible after the mass-inclination degeneracy has been imposed, and utilizes the best known orbital solutions to the observed systems. In the discussion, we quote the median p-values as opposed to their mean values. We thereby avoid situations in which a small fraction of simulations resulting in abnormally high p-values drives up the mean value.
When we compared the best-fit set of observed systems to our synthetic systems with randomly chosen viewing geometries, all of our scattering sets, except mequal:30e, resulted in acceptable matches-withp > 0.01. The combined suite of all ten sets resulted in a high p-value of 0.5324. Seven of the sets resulted in K-S scores ofp > 0.1-mixed1, mixed2, mequal:Sat, mequal:Jup, mequal:J3, mgrad:JSN, and mgrad:3JJS. The mixed1 set produced the best match by an individual set to the observed distribution with ap-value of 0.8793.
When the uncertainties for the observed systems are included in our comparison, the mixed sets remain strong matches to the observed set, however the mean p-values for all comparisons tend to lower values. This general trend of lower statistical scores likely results from the inflation of planetary eccentricities in the catalog of observed systems-e is easily overestimated in relation to its actual value (Shen & Turner 2008; Zakamska et al. 2011) , whereas it is difficult to decrease e without running afoul of the fundamental barrier that exists at e = 0. Larger values of e tend to inflate the ǫ value of a system, shifting the synthetic ǫ distributions away from the observed distribution and resulting in lower p-values from K-S tests. & Greenberg (2006a) found that the fraction of planetary pairs residing near an apsidal boundary is relatively large (∼ 1/3), and that, in the case of coplanar and nearly circular initial orbits, planet-planet scattering is incapable of reproducing the observed configuration of the ν And system (Barnes & Greenberg 2007a) . Our survey of known multiplanet systems confirms the findings of Barnes & Greenberg (2006a) that a large fraction of planetary pairs reside near an apsidal boundary (we find that ∼ 1/5 have ǫ < ǫ crit ).
Discussion
The ǫ Distribution
Barnes
However, our results indicate that planet-planet scattering is capable of reproducing the apsidal behavior of observed systems. Observed systems are just as likely to exhibit dynamical motion near an apsidal boundary as our simulations of synthetic systems (17.5% compared to 16.5%-see Table 3 ). K-S tests show that several of our individual sets of simulations are consistent with the observed ǫ distribution. A critical factor in this agreement is that our comparisons take into account the mass-inclination degeneracy ( §2.3) present in the observed set of systems. Another essential factor is the allowance of non-coplanarity in our synthetic systems-if planets are initially coplanar, scattering does not result in this agreement (Barnes & Greenberg 2007a ).
The ǫ parameter was originally defined for two-planet systems, however we have included many observed systems with more than two planets (Table 2 ) and it appears to remain valid in systems with more than two planets, as well as those undergoing all types of interactions. However, if we restrict our comparison to the observed two-planet systems, a small but significant difference arises-the fraction of systems near an apsidal boundary falls to 13.8%, which is lower than planet-planet scattering predicts (17.5%). The difference in the nearboundary fraction between two-planet and multiplanet systems could be a result of the relatively small statistical sample available of currently known exoplanet pairs (29 two-planet systems; 41 multiplanet systems). This possibility seems unlikely as we have confirmed the fraction of observed pairs residing near an apsidal boundary from Barnes & Greenberg (2006a) of 7 years ago, indicating that the distribution of observed apsidal behavior has not changed significantly since then.
On the other hand the difference could arise from the limitations of our scattering simulations. In reality, planet-planet scattering, even if the dominant formation mechanism, likely occurs in conjunction with a number of other mechanisms, such as migration or dynamical friction (e.g., interaction with gas or planetesimal disks) (Moeckel et al. 2008; Raymond et al. 2009a Raymond et al. , 2010 Matsumura et al. 2010; Moeckel & Armitage 2012) . Additionally, our synthetic sets are comprised entirely of two-planet systems, but it is unlikely that the average planetary system consists of only two planets. Inclusion of these processes and model systems comprised of more than two planets was beyond the scope of this study, as they require considerably more computational power, but clearly future work could examine their roles.
Comparison With Previous Studies
By comparing the results of Raymond et al. (2008) , Raymond et al. (2009b) , and this study, which all use the same suite of scattering simulations described in §2.2, we can identify the individual sets (i.e., the pre-scattering configurations) in our simulations that most nearly reproduce the current observed configurations. A given set must perform well across all three studies to provide a compelling match to the population of observed configurations. In this section we identify and discuss those sets which perform well across all three studies.
In the first study, Raymond et al. (2008) found that four sets-mixed1, mequal:Jup, mequal:Sat, and mequal:30e-resulted in acceptable matches (p > 0.01) to the observed eccentricity distribution and can effectively produce mean motion resonances. In the following study, Raymond et al. (2009b) found that four sets-mixed1, mixed2, mequal:Sat, and mequal:30e-were able to effectively create packed planetary systems. The mixed1, mequal:Sat, and mequal:30e sets performed well in both studies, while the other sets resulted in poor matches (p < 0.01) to one or more characteristics of the observed population.
In §3.2 we showed that planet-planet scattering produces a match to the ǫ distribution, i.e., the apsidal behavior. Of the sets that performed well in Raymond et al. (2008) and Raymond et al. (2009b) , two of them-mixed1and mequal:Sat-also resulted in acceptable matches (p > 0.01) in our study. While the mequal:Sat set performed well in all three studies, a quick study of the catalog found in Butler et al. (2006) provides ample evidence against planetary systems comprised of equal mass planets. Thus, the mixed1 set remains as the only synthetic set that is able to reproduce observed orbital characteristics across all three studies and put forth a realistic planetary configuration scenario.
The mixed sets share the same underlying initial mass function, but are distinguished by one notable difference-the mixed2 set has a significantly lower planetary mass limit (see §2.2). While mixed1's initial orbital configurations are robustly capable of reproducing the observed ǫ distribution, the preponderance of smaller planets in the mixed2 set results in less impressive results. However, because the configurations underlying the mixed sets are nearly identical, we treat them together as an analog for the dN/dM ∝ M −1.1 initial mass function and focus on the the mixed sets in the discussion that follows.
These results indicate that the initial planetary mass configuration underlying the mixed sets produces the best match to the observed distribution of apsidal behavior. Unfortunately, the mixed sets (as well as all of the other scattering sets) have trouble reproducing the mass dependence of the observed eccentricity distribution. As previous studies have pointed out, high mass planets tend to have higher eccentricities than low mass planets Ribas & Miralda-Escudé 2007; Ford & Rasio 2008b; Wright et al. 2009 ). Planet-planet scattering has so far failed to reproduce this observation, despite producing a good match to the overall eccentricity distribution. Raymond et al. (2010) explored the issue in depth and was able to reproduce the low and high-mass eccentricity distributions, but only through weighted combinations of mequal and mgrad sets. This approach does of course preclude the possibility of the mixed sets reproducing the mass dependence of the eccentricity distributions on their own.
While we acknowledge that the mixed sets' failure to explain the mass dependence of the eccentricity distribution is a problem, their underlying configuration still provides the best match to a number of observed orbital characteristics across three different studies. Thus, the initial synthetic planetary configurations (e.g., the initial mass distribution, planet spacing, etc.) of the mixed sets provide a promising direction in which future studies could explore and hopefully refine the initial configurations of planetary systems. Indeed, the underlying initial mass distribution of the mixed sets (dN/dM ∝ M −1.1 ) results in the best match to a number of characteristics in the the observed population, suggesting that future tests of this or similar initial planetary mass function would be wise. This result also indicates that the ordering of planets according to a specific mass gradient may not be important, as the constituent planets of the mixed sets are not ordered in any particular fashion.
Predicting the Mutual Inclination Distribution
We now turn to the distribution of mutual inclinations in each of our synthetic sets. In Figure 3 , we provide the distributions of mutual inclinations for each of our synthetic sets. From Figure 3 , it is immediately apparent that the mequal sets result in higher typical mutual inclinations than their mgrad counterparts. The mixed sets fall comfortably inbetween the mequal and mgrad sets.
Previous studies on the mutual inclination distribution of multiplanet systems have provided a wide range of results. McArthur et al. (2010) constrained the mutual inclination of ν And c and d-two planets that have been widely surveyed and studied-to be 29.9
• ± 1
• (see also Reffert & Quirrenbach (2011) ). The high inclinations in the ν And system appear to show that planet-planet scattering can result in high inclination orbits ). However, drawing on the deluge of new planetary systems provided by the Kepler mission, Fabrycky et al. (2012) found that typical mutual inclinations in the Kepler ensemble lie in the range of 1.0 • -2.3
• , and concluded that planetary systems tend to be quite flat. Note, however, that Kepler is unlikely to find many high mutual inclination systems through the transit method.
We predict that as observers become better equipped to constrain planetary inclinations in multiplanet systems, the observed mutual inclination distribution will shift towards higher values. Because we have highlighted the mixed sets as the sets with the most successful orbital configurations, we predict that the observed mutual inclination distribution will evolve towards the mixed mutual inclination distributions as shown in Figure 3 . We provide exponential fits (F (ψ) = Ae Bψ ) to the mixed1 (A = 0.3071; B = −0.0594; χ 2 = 2.519 × 10 −3 ) and mixed2 (A = 0.4010; B = −0.1012; χ 2 = 1.642 × 10 −4 ) sets, where ψ is the mutual inclination. The upcoming GAIA mission (Perryman et al. 2001 )-which will provide positional and radial velocity measurements for roughly one billion stars in the Milky Way-will be able to probe the mutual inclination distribution of extrasolar planetary systems and test the mutual inclination distribution we predict here.
The initial mass distribution in planetary systems and number of planets in a system may also play an important role in the final apsidal behavior. Our initial scattering simulations are limited to three-planet systems with a narrow range of initial planet masses. Expansion to greater than three planets, or the consideration of different mass distributions could Fig. 3 .-Distribution of mutual inclinations for our synthetic sets of systems. The mequal sets (i.e., systems comprised of equal mass planets) produce higher mutual inclinations than the mgrad sets (i.e., systems with planetary masses distributed according to a radial gradient). The fits to the mixed sets are exponential fits and are given in §4.3. also reproduce the observed ǫ distribution. Furthermore, the ǫ parameter's dependence on true mass provides a unique opportunity to test initial mass distributions against current observations. If simulations of systems obeying a specific initial mass distribution were to accurately recover the current ǫ distribution, then the initial mass function of planets, i.e., before the onset of scattering, could be ascertained. Such an analysis was outside the purview of this study, but should be considered in future research.
Conclusions
We have recalculated the orbital behavior of the known multiplanet systems and find that at least 1/5 of planetary pairs lie near an apsidal boundary. This result confirms the findings of Barnes & Greenberg (2006b) , who found that a relatively large fraction of planetary pairs lie near an apsidal boundary. Interestingly, while the ǫ parameter should only be used to characterize the apsidal behavior of planetary systems restricted to twoplanets undergoing non-resonant interaction, the overall ǫ distribution does not change when it is applied to systems with more than two-planets undergoing all types of interactions. Multiplanet systems with more than two planets appear to share nearly the same distribution of apsidal behavior with two-planet systems dominated by secular interactions.
By simulating synthetic planetary systems, we were able to compare systems produced by planet-planet scattering to the observed systems. We tested these synthetic systems ability to reproduce the apsidal behavior found in observed multiplanet systems and find that planet-planet scattering is able to reproduce the distribution of apsidal behavior in the observed population. We reiterate that the set of known multiplanet systems that we use for comparison excludes any system wherein the eccentricity was set to zero by observers, thereby minimizing a source of systematic error caused by observational uncertainties. We also remove the effect of the mass-inclination degeneracy inherent in the observed population, thus allowing us to make a meaningful comparison to our synthetic scattering-produced systems.
In conjunction with previous studies using the same scattering simulations, we are able to identify the initial planetary mass distributions that most accurately reproduces the observed population. An exoplanet population with initial masses that follow a -1.1 power law produces the best fit to the observed population. While they fail to reproduce the mass dependence of the observed eccentricity distribution, their success explaining the apsidal behavior, along with similar successes explaining mean motion resonances ) and packed planetary systems (Raymond et al. 2009b) , make the mixed paradigm an interesting case with which to direct future studies.
As the best match to the observed configurations, the mixed sets suggest that the initial planetary mass function is described by a power law and with no identifiable ordering as function of semi-major axis. We have provided the distribution of mutual inclinations resulting from our synthetic planet-planet scattering sets, which could be used in the future as a consistency check for further studies into the pre-scattering distributions of planetary systems. Simulations such as ours continue to provide important insights into the planet formation process and explanations for observed exoplanetary systems.
